27A   C91.18.1408 sign, informational/instructional
27A   C91.18.898 sign, instructional ("Please Call Your Street")
       sign, instructional ("Solicitors Peddlers and Agents Please Keep
27A   C91.18.1026 Out")
27A   C91.18.2073 crate, frag ("Colorado Apples")
27A   C91.18.344 crate, whisky; frag ("Cutty Sark Scotch Whisky")
27A   C91.18.492 crate, cheese; frag ("Cuday's Sunlight Process Cheese")
27A   C91.18.1526 plate, wagon ("Standard Steel Works, KC, MO")
27A   C91.18.717 photomechanical; frame
27A   C91.18.1629 wall mirror (small black frame)

27A   C91.18.2479 window glass, frag (4 pieces, etched, 1 green, 2 brown, 1 blue)
27A   C91.18.808 mirror
27A   C91.18.1153 glass, fragment (clear glass; etched)
27B   C91.18.322 cutlery (forks and a knife, metal with bone handles)
27B   C91.18.1978 forks (three pronged metal, bone handle) x3
27B   C91.18.2008 spade, butter (entirely wood)
27B   C91.18.2452 screen, fire
27B   C91.18.1226 set, cutlery (fork and knife)
27B   C91.18.1035 toothpick, ivory (animal figureine carved on top)
27B   C91.18.1047 case, toothpick (silver with dotting design around outside)
27B   C91.18.920 metal, toothpick ( end carved smaller and round)
27B   C91.18.2016 Folding travellers spoon (bone handle and silver spoon)
27B   C91.18.495 pick, ice (wood handle and metal pick)
27B   C91.18.1908 scoop, cheese
27B   C91.18.146 scoop, food (rounded metal scoop)
27B   C91.18.1823 canteen (covered in lined design fabric)

       Spoons, souvenir, sterling silver (Native American head on one,
27B   C91.18.1980 bull head on other, and full body Native American on other)
27B   C91.18.2249 fork, bone (two pronged)
27B   C91.18.967 set, flatware (fork and knife with designs on silver)
27B   C91.18.903 spoons, bone
27B   C91.18.1225 fork, food (three pronged metal with bone handle)
27B   C91.18.1410 Spoon, metal (scratched up)
27B   C91.18.2237 Spoon, teaspoon (metal)
27B   C91.18.96 fork, bone (two pronged with faded paint on handle)
27B   C91.18.90 spoon, desert (metal, twisted handle)
27B   C91.18.377 scoop, cheese (metal with bone handle)
27B   C91.18.1587 spoon (metal with eagle design and "New York" carved)
27B   C91.18.1679 spoon (large, metal)
27B   C91.18.1690 spoon (metal)
C91.18.287 fork (three pronged, metal with wood handle)
C91.18.865 fork, food (all metal, "yellowstone Co. Montana 1953")
C91.18.215 fork (three pronged metal, with curved bone handle)
C91.18.346 fork (metal with wood handle and metal inlay)
C91.18.1659 fork (all metal with design work on handle)
C91.18.1188 fork, dinner (all metal, rusted)
C91.18.829 sharpener, knife ("Rolly")
C91.18.2053 Steel, pocket sharpener ("Solingen-Germany" written on side)
C91.18.656 steel, knife sharpener (antler handle with decorative metal piece)
C91.18.20 steel, sharpener (filed down antler handle)
C91.18.658 tongs (all metal)
C91.18.691 tongs (all metal with two three-pronged forks at end)
C91.18.324 spatula (all metal, "For better meats, fruits & groceries got to Sam's store Moville, IA")
C91.18.1742 frame, mirror (brass? No mirror included)
C91.18.231 Trivet (metal circle with grills attached to handle with three long hooked pieces)
C91.18.1994 tools, fire (three utensils used for fire, metal, one long straight pick, metal long two pronged fork, and one metal long tongs with prongs and star cutouts on hand)
C91.18.245 tool, fire (long metal pick with coiled handle at one end)
C91.18.2431 tool, fire (metal, golden shovel with cut out design on shovel part)
C91.18.1949 tongs, fireplace (long metal, golden in color, tongs, ending in two pieces with small concave circles at end)
C91.18.2409 pump, tire (long metal tube cylinder, rusting, with elongated round metal loop at one end, rubber tube with metal attachment at one end and two handled wood pump at top of metal tube)
C91.18.2419 club (long wooden shaft, wider at one end)
C91.18.687 scrapbook (large black scrap book cover, binded together with black fabric, pages lined with blue, first page says "The ideal..."